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Alex just has to convince his mom to let him have an iguana, so he puts his arguments in writing. He

promises that she won't have to feed it or clean its cage or even see it if she doesn't want to. Of

course Mom imagines life with a six-foot-long iguana eating them out of house and home. Alex's

reassurances: It takes fifteen years for an iguana to get that big. I'll be married by then and probably

living in my own house. and his mom's replies: How are you going to get a girl to marry you when

you own a giant reptile? will have kids in hysterics as the negotiations go back and forth through

notes. And the lively, imaginative illustrations show their polar opposite dreams of life with an

iguana.
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Karen Orloff and David Catrow have teamed up in this one to give us a very funny story of a little

boy, Alex, who wants very, very much to have his own pet Iguana. The problem is...obviously, Mom!

The entire book is consists of notes, or mini-letters, written between Alex and his mom. The little boy

of course is pointing out the obvious advantages of having his own lizard in his room (in his eyes),

and his mom counters each note with her own note pointing out the obvious disadvantages of

having a reptile in the home..a reptile that can possibly grow to several feet long!. The unique

exchange of letters is absolutely hilarious.Each letter, both from Alex and from mom, is highlighted



with some wonderful illustrations and pictures by David Catrow. They fit the text perfectly which

makes this book quite easy to read to an individual child or to a group. Each letter allows the reader

to open up discussion as to the arguments presented by both mom and Alex. It is fun to have the

kids think of other reasons for both sides of the argument.All in all, this is a fine little book and I do

recommend you add it to your library. You certainly cannot go wrong with this one.

Teachers can look to this story as a great example of persuasive writing. Young Alex is trying to

pursuade his mother to let him adopt an iguana. In a series of hilarious notes between Alex and his

mother, the terms and conditions of pet ownership are hammered out. There is a "money" page (the

point where the whole class bursts out in raucous laughter.) David Catrow illustrations are

wonderfully comic. One young listener observed, "That kid is really weird looking." The last page

evoked a class wide, arm pumping "Yesssss..." along with Alex. Great fun!

This is a marvellously ingenious book! Alex is just the right kind of precocious vocabulary-heavy kid

to pull off the story, and his mom is a perfect foil for his scheme. My daughter loves this book, so

naturally we read it a lot!

Our family LOVES I Wanna Iguana. Karen Kaufman Orloff's inventive story shows a wonderful,

loving and humor-filled parent-child relationship in such a fun way. We read it over and over again,

which makes us very happy.

I was at the book store shopping for a friend and instead ended up buying this book for myself. It is

great. The engaging letters between the boy (alex) and his mother are so believable. Alex's

pleading is all too true, and his quick-witted mothers responses are wonderful. I've read this book to

my two nieces and several children at the library (where I work) and they've all loved it. And

Catrow's illustrations are the perfect fit for Orloff's hilarious text.

This is just a fun book to read with your little child or a group of children. The wording is really

especially fun. The children that I have read this to seem to like it a lot. Only problem, now some of

them do want an iguana! That is not going to happen but I do think the book is very good.

I Wanna Iguana, by Karen Kaufman Orloff, is a charmer. As you peek at the notes the mother and

son exchange, you feel like you become a member of this fond and humorous family. The



illustrations by David Catrow are wonderful and fully capture the warmth and charm of the text. I

loved it and can't wait to share it with children I know.

I am a teacher and work in a small group atmosphere. I have majority of boys and I try to find books

that are appropriate and would seek their interests. Iguanas are definitely on their list of topics to

read about! I used this book to teach about Point of View. This is an adorable story! The boy and his

mother write letters back and forth about the reasons why or why not he should get an Iguana as a

pet. The letters were used so the students could point out the key words that help identify what point

of view the story is being told. They also used the letters to compare and contrast the points of view

between the mother and son. Perfect book for my lesson and it was funny as well!
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